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Safety Instructions
Notice: Ensure you read and fully understand instructions before use
While every attempt is made to ensure the highest degree of protection in all equipment, we cannot
guarantee freedom from injury. The user assumes all risk of injury due to use. All merchandise is sold on
this condition, which no representative of the company can waive or change.

• Make sure all bolts are secured before using. The user takes all responsibility for the
construction and use of the product.
• Please make sure that the plug (found on the side of the 30L tank) is secure once you
have filled the tank with water. If the plug isn’t secure it could dislodge itself and cause
the water to escape.
• Leaving the product outside exposed to weather, especially direct sun, rain and salt air,
will speed the weathering process. This can be slowed by removing the product from
these conditions, or covering it with a suitable cover.
• This product is not a toy, and is only to be used for its designated purpose.
• Do not carry out alterations or modifications to this product.
• This product is intended for outdoor use only.
• Clean only with a damp cloth. Do not use strong industrial cleaning substances.
• If the product is damaged or has any defects, please contact cservice@oypla.com

30KG WHEN FILLED WITH WATER
45KG WHEN FILLED WITH SAND
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Operating Instructions
Parts List:
If you are missing any of the below parts please contact cservice@oypla.com
Please be aware that you will be referring to this parts list throughout the assembly process.
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1. To start, push the bottom of the roller beams
into the 30L tank, ensuring that they go all the
way in. This will allow for the roller beams to be
secure when you attach the scraper bar. Please
see the image to the right.

2. Align the holes in the roller crossbar with the hole in the roller beams. Once done, push a screw through each hole
to hold the scraper bar in place. After this, slide a washer onto the screw and then tighten a nut onto the screw. Do
not overtighten the nut as this may damage the roller beams due to the curve in the metal. Please see the images
above.

3. Slide the roller handle on the inside of the roller beams, ensuring that the roller handle is directly against the inside
of the roller beams. Once done, push a screw through each hole, ensuring it goes through both parts. Once done, slide
a washer onto the screw and tighten a nut onto the screw. Do not overtighten as this may cause the washer to bend.
After this, repeat this step to fully attach the handle.
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